E17 exerts anti-tumor activity through inhibiting topo II-mediated chromosomes condensation in CRC cells.
Topo II inhibitors, e.g. etoposide, doxorubicin and mitoxantrone, etc., which exert their functions by trapping the covalent 'topo II-DNA cleavable complex' via intercalation into DNA base pairs, leading to DNA damage and degradation of topo II, and inducing decline of cell sensitivity and corresponding multidrug resistance (MDR). E17 is a recently identified topo II inhibitor in our lab which has validated to possess a strong topo II inhibitory activity on cell viability, colony formation, and cell migration. Especially, E17 can trigger G2/M cell cycle arrest through inhibiting chromosome condensation without causing obvious DNA damage in colorectal cancer (CRC) HCT116 cell. E17 can also induce the accumulation of topo II-DNA complex without leading to degradation of topo II, which was different from topo II inhibitors VP16 or ICRF-187, suggesting E17 might be a potential lead for further development by serving as a strong topo II inhibitor.